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Nucleation preexponential in dynamic Ising models at moderately strong fields

Vitaly A. Shneidman and Gelu M. Nita
Department of Physics, New Jersey Institute of Technology, Newark, New Jersey 07102, USA

~Received 23 February 2003; published 15 August 2003!

A dynamic Ising model on a two-dimensional square lattice with nearest neighbor interactions is considered
in the metastable region at low temperatures. A large number of low-energy cluster configurations is identified,
and for those configurations a system of kinetic equations is written. Solution is obtained using symbolic
computational approaches. This allows one to identify the full expression for the nucleation rate, including the
preexponential. The treatment generalizes the earlier study of a different, lattice-gas spin-flip dynamics@V. A.
Shneidman and G. M. Nita, Phys. Rev. Lett.89, 025701~2002!#, for the cases of Glauber and Metropolis
dynamics and for a broader region of fields. In addition, connection with the lowest-energy nucleation paths
~which can be studied analytically, without computer assistance! is examined.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The nucleation problem is ubiquitous in physics of me
stable systems, including vapors@1#, glass-forming liquids
@2#, glasses@3#, thin solid films@4#, electron-hole liquid@5#,
micromagnetic materials@6#, or colloid systems@7# to name
just a few.

In the early paper@8#, Volmer and Weber identified the
exponential part of the nucleation rate

I}expH 2
W*
T J , ~1!

whereT is the temperature~Boltzmann constant is taken a
1) andW* is the minimal work required to form a critica
nucleus. The value ofW* is infinite at phase equilibrium, bu
decreases upon intrusion into the metastable region, an
typical experiments nucleation is observed forW* of the
order of several tens ofT. The latter conditions determine
similarities of nucleation in systems of very different natu
and often Eq.~1! works rather accurately when predicting th
dependence of the nucleation rate on supersaturation, w
characterizes the deviation from equilibrium.

The situation is more subtle with respect to the preex
nential~prefactor! in Eq. ~1!, which is sensitive to kinetics o
a specific system. In terms of vapor condensation, Farkas
later Becker and Do¨ring @8# suggested to treat nucleation as
random walk in the one-dimensional space of cluster siz
Within this model~known today asclassical!, the nucleation
rate can be obtained exactly, including the preexponen
term. In the context of cavitation problem, Zeldovich furth
showed that even without specifying the microscopic de
of the nucleation process, the kinetic part of the preexpon
tial can be extracted from macroscopic~hydrodynamic!
equations which describe growth or decay of a sin
nucleus.

The conventional wisdom derived from early nucleati
studies was that the preexponential only weakly depend
the supersaturation, approximately as a power law w
phase equilibrium is approached. In practice, when scatte
the measured values ofI can be within an order of magni
tude, it can be exceptionally hard to distinguish the preex
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nential on the background of the rapidly changing expon
tial term. The inevitable minor inaccuracies inW* ~usually
due to uncertainties in the interfacial tension! can further
complicate the task. At the same time, having a flexible
ting parameter in the nucleation rate makes it very hard
confirm ~or rule out! a given theory. The ‘‘Lothe-Pound
paradox’’ in vapor condensation@9,10# is one of the
examples of the extreme span of opinions on the issue of
preexponential.

One hopes to get an additional insight from studies
model systems, such as the Ising model in nonzero fi
whereW* can be derived exactly and where more control
‘‘measurements’’~or predictions! of I compared to real-life
experiments can be expected. In the high-temperature reg
Fisher @11# ~close toTc) and Langer@12# ~away fromTc)
suggested nonclassical preexponentials for the nuclea
rate. The nucleus here is isotropic andW* for a given super-
saturation~field h in the context of Ising model—see th
precise definition in the following section! can be obtained
from the known interfacial tension. Direct Monte Car
simulations of nucleation are also possible in this reg
@13–18#, and transfer-matrix studies are available@19,20#. It
appears that dedicated simulations support the nonclas
values of the power index of the preexponential, at leas
restricted domains of temperatures@13,15,16,18,21#, al-
though in view of the limited accuracy of simulations, and
the systematic drift of the power index with temperature,
question remains partly open@18#.

In the low-temperature region, the anisotropy of a syst
becomes crucial. In principle, in the limith→0, the barrier
W* can be evaluated from the Wulff droplet constructi
@22–25# since the anisotropic interfacial tension can be d
duced~in the two-dimensional case! from the Onsager solu
tion. However, in view of the aforementioned limited span
the ratiosW* /T where nucleation can be actually observe
more relevant to the problem is the barrier atfinite h. Here,
exact values ofW* at T→0 ~and thus, the exponential pa
of the nucleation rate! were obtained by Neves and Scho
mann@26#. Direct dynamic Monte Carlo simulations for th
long lifetimes at low temperatures and fields are impracti
due to divergence ofI 21. However, using the technique o
Monte Carlo with absorbing Markov chains in sufficient
©2003 The American Physical Society05-1
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strong fields@27,28,29#, it is possible to obtain these lon
lifetimes without changing the dynamics. Alternatively,
generalized Becker-Do¨ring approach combined with sym
bolic computations @30# can be employed to obtai
asymptotic expansions forI at small temperatures.

At strong fields andT50, the preexponential was firs
considered by Novotny@27# for Glauber spin-flip dynamics
Results pointed towards a discontinuity ath51/2, in present
notations. Subsequently, similar discontinuities were p
dicted for smallerhm51/2m ~with any integerm) in case of
Metropolis dynamics@31#, although a certain adjustment o
the actual values of the prefactor was suggested later@32#.

In Ref. @30#, the case ofT.0 was considered for a some
what different, ‘‘lattice-gas’’ dynamics which is also of non
conserved type. It was observed that the preexponentia
I 21 develops sharp peaks in place of discontinuities. Asym
totically, for small T, each peak is described by a scali
function which depends on the dimensionless deviation
the field fromhm . Peaks do not vanish atT→0, but in that
limit they become infinitely narrow or ‘‘unobservable’’ in
experimental sense. More recently, a similar structure of
preexponential was observed using the aforementioned t
nique of the Monte Carlo simulations@28# for the Glauber
dynamics and another dynamics which leads to adivergent
prefactor atT→0 was also studied using that technique@33#.

Analytically, the treatment of nucleation for an arbitrari
small fixed h ~and for any type of nonconserved spin-fl
dynamics mentioned above! is possible at very lowT, when
only the lowest-energy cluster configurations contribute@32#.
Peaks in the preexponential are observed already in this
proximation, although their actual value can be modified
higher-energy nucleation paths even atT50, and it is also
unclear to what extent the off-peaks results will be modifi
by such paths atT.0.

Thus, the goal of the present study is to combine
power of analytical and symbolic computational approac
in order to obtain accurate expressions for a low-tempera
nucleation rate. The Glauber and Metropolis dynamics w
be considered, complementing the study of Ref.@30#, and a
more flexible identification of cluster configurations will a
low us to broaden the region of fields.

II. CLUSTER DYNAMICS

A. Quasiequilibrium distributions

Let J characterize the interaction energy between t
neighboring spins on a two-dimensional square lattice.
the external field, we will use the same dimensionless va
h as in Ref.@30# with 64Jh describing the interaction of thi
field with a down or up spin, respectively. Forh.1, a sys-
tem prepared with all spins pointing down is unstable sinc
single-spin flip reduces the energy. At 1/2,h,1, the system
is metastable, although the interface is unstable@34# since
adding a neighbor to a single up spin reduces the energy
will be mostly concerned with smallerh,1/2 when nucle-
ation is closer to conventional picture@8#, and we will keep
this picture in mind in qualitative discussions. Neverthele
as long as one is not interested in postnucleation growth,
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domain ofh>1/2 ~including, albeit formally,h.1) also will
be covered by the present treatment.

Let us use

d5exp~8Jh/T!, z5exp~24J/T!!1 ~2!

to describe the temperature and the field dependences
spectively@30#. At zero field (d51), a system prepared with
all spins initially down will develop an equilibrium distribu
tion of up-spin clusters

f i
eq~z,1!5wiz

Pi /2, ~3!

with Pi being the perimeter of a cluster andwi<8 its statis-
tical weight. Formally, one can introduce a quasiequilibriu
distribution for nonzero field as well

f i
eq~z,d!5wiz

Pi /2ds( i ), ~4!

with s being the number of spins in a cluster. This distrib
tion diverges fors→` and has physical meaning only fo
clusters smaller than the critical size, defined below.

If all clusters had similar configurations, the perimeterPi

would be a function ofs( i ) ~proportional toAs in the two-
dimensional case considered!. In that case,f i

eq would have a
minimum at the critical values* , in accord with the classi-
cal picture@8#. More generally, there are different configur
tions with the sames. If one uses extra variables to distin
guish between such configurations, the functionf i

eq will have
a saddle point.~A more subtle situation when several co
figurations compete for being thecritical one will be dis-
cussed separately.! The energy corresponding to the critic
configuration determines the barrier to nucleation,W* . For
T→0, the results fors* and W* were obtained in a math
ematical study by Neves and Schonmann@26#:

s* 5m
*
2 1m* 11, ~5!

W* /4J52m* 1222h~m
*
2 1m* 11!, ~6!

with

m* 5@1/2h#, ~7!

where @x# denotes the greatest integer<x ~note that this
definition of @x# differs by 1 from the one used in Ref.@26#!.
A more elementary discussion of the above relations can
found, e.g., in Ref.@32#. The value ofW* /T determines the
exponential part of the inverse nucleation rate at small te
peratures and is shown by solid lines in Fig. 1.

B. Master equation

Let b i ,k characterize transition rates between two classi
and k, defined in such a way thatb i ,kdt @with s( i )5s(k)
21] gives the probability of a transition in an infinitesim
time interval dt. More complex processes, which are d
scribed in terms of coagulation between clusters, can be
glected at lowT @35#.

Let an integer number 0<oi ,k<8 denote the number o
interface sites of a cluster from classi where adding a spin
5-2
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transforms it to a cluster of classk. Further, let an even
integer numberpik denote the change in the perimeter,Pk
2Pi . Typical values ofpik are 0 or 2; exceptions arep01
54, and negative values ofpik when a ‘‘hole’’ in a cluster or
a ‘‘P-shaped’’ depression in its surface are filled~the two
latter possibilities, however, are of less interest in the con
of the nucleation problem considered!.

For the Glauber and Metropolis dynamics, one thus
the transition rates

b i ,k /oi ,k5H 1/~11z2pik/2d21! Glauber

1/max~1,z2pik/2d21! Metropolis
~8!

~for the lattice-gas dynamics of Ref.@30#, the ratesb i ,k just
coincided withoi ,k).

To write down a Master equation for the kinetic distrib
tion f i , one can introduce fluxes

j ik5b i ,kf i
eq~v i2vk!, i ,k, ~9!

with v i[ f i / f i
eq . Detailed balance is satisfied automatical

One has

d fi

dt
5 (

k51

i 21

j ki2 (
k. i

kmax

j ik . ~10!

In terms of multidimensional vectorsfW5( f 1 , f 2 , . . . ), vW

5(v1 ,v2 , . . . ) and amatrix M̂ with elements

Mik5b i ,kf i
eq1bk,i f k

eq2d ik f i
eq (

l 51

kmax11

b i ,l ~11!

FIG. 1. Logarithm of the inverse nucleation rate as a function
field at various temperatures:T50.1J, T50.2J, T50.4J, and T
50.6J ~clockwise, short-dashed lines!. The lowest-energy approxi
mation with the Glauber dynamics was used for the plot~the
present, more accurate approximation would be indistinguishab
the scale of the figure, see, however, Figs. 2 and 3 below!. Values of
the reduced barrierW* /T @26# are shown by solid lines. Note tha
the short-dashed lines, in contrast to the solid ones, are ana
~have no cusps! at even integer 1/h. The straight long-dashed line
show the reduced barriers from the droplet model for the sa
temperatures.
02160
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~whered ik is the Kronecker delta symbol!, one can cast Eq
~10! as

d fW

dt
5M̂vW 1b0,1eW , eW5~1,0,0, . . . !. ~12!

The boundary conditions are taken asv0(t)51 and v i(t)
50 for all classesi with s( i )5sup11. The former implies
that depletion of empty sites is neglected, i.e., the time sc
considered are smaller than the lifetime of a metastable s
and is in accord with conventional traditions@8#.

The right-hand boundary conditions imply absorbi
states. Similarly to conventional treatment@8#, results are
expected to be asymptotically insensitive to the selection
sup , once it is reasonably larger thans* . In practice, how-
ever, verification of this feature is the most challenging p
of the problem since the increase ofsup leads to a rapid
increase~faster than an exponential! in the number of con-
figurations to be considered and thus, to the increase of
dimension of the matrixM̂ .

The matrix form~12! of the nucleation equation is we
known in classical and near-classical descriptions—see,
Ref. @36#, and references therein. In particular, in the Beck
Döring case where a given class can be connected—via
or gain of a particle—not more than to two other classes,
matrix M̂ has a simple tridiagonal structure and has a mod
dimension of the order ofsup . In the present case, howeve
besides the aforementioned increase of dimension there
potentially large number of connections between a giv
class and other classes, and the nucleation flux resemb
current through a complicated electric network@32#.

C. Nucleation rate and the preexponential

The nucleation ratecan be defined as the total flux at
given sizes

I 5(
i ,k

j ik . ~13!

The summation is overi and k with s( i )5s and s(k)5s
11.

In the steady-state nucleation picture considered,
above result should be insensitive to the selection os
,sup . From the conventional Becker-Do¨ring nucleation pic-
ture where an explicit transient solution is available@37#, one
expects that there is a sufficiently broad time interval af
the end of transient effects and before depletion of em
sites or coagulation between clusters becomes import
Within such an interval, the steady-state description is va
but the question of transient effects for Eq.~12! remains
open~and in typical Monte Carlo simulations of Ising mode
the interval for the steady-state nucleation can be ra
short @17#!.

The steady-state solution of Eq.~12! is given by

vW 52b0,1M̂
21eW . ~14!
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Since I in Eq. ~13! in steady state is insensitive tos, the
easiest way for its evaluation is at smalls where there is no
branching of nucleation path. Ats51, one has

I 5b0,1
2 ~M̂ 21!111b0,1. ~15!

This generalizes a similar expression@30# obtained for a dif-
ferent, lattice-gas spin-flip dynamics withb0,151.

The inverse of the nucleation rate can be written as

I 215A exp$W* /T%, ~16!

with W* being thebarrier andA the preexponential. Obvi-
ously, the separation intoW* andA is not unique. As in Ref.
@30#, we will use forW* its value atT50, Eq. ~6! above,
which uniquely definesA. Extra argumentation in favor o
this definition ofA will be given in Sec. VI. Formally, the
barrier will be defined as zero in the unstable regionh.1 ~in
which case the nucleation rate becomes just a rate
which spins overturn!. Thus, afterI is found and with defi-
nition ~2!, the preexponential can be obtained as

A5zW
*

/4J/I . ~17!

D. Realization of the approach

Evaluating the nucleation rate from Eq.~15! involves two
major tasks. First, for everys<sup one needs to obtain a
relevant cluster configurations, evaluating for each classi the
perimeterPi and the weightwi , and evaluating for each pa
of classesi ,k which can be connected by a single-spin fl
the geometric factoroi ,k . A PASCAL program was written for
this purpose. Since this stage is insensitive to dynamics,
rectness of the cluster counting algorithm could be tes
against earlier results@30# which used a somewhat differen
approach~see below!, and forsup<5 the numbers of distinc
cluster configurations could be tested against stand
tables—see the Appendix of Ref.@38#. Second, these ‘‘raw’’
data were used to construct the quasiequilibrium distri
tions f i

eq and the transition ratesb i ,k , thus obtaining the

matrix M̂ for a specified dynamics. Symbolic computatio
using theMATHEMATICA program were employed for tha
purpose. In a general case, after inversion of the matrixM̂ ,
the nucleation rateI in Eq. ~15! is expressed in terms of
rational function ofz andd, although in most situations thi
function will be too large for a human to view. Thus, whe
possible, further low-temperature expansions were obta
symbolically ~and this usually represented the most com
tationally intense part of the study! or otherwise Eq.~15! was
evaluated numerically.

III. LOW-ENERGY APPROXIMATIONS

The total number of cluster configurations grows withsup
faster than an exponential. Thus, if all configurations w
s<sup are taken into account, it is hardly possible to d
scribe fields smaller, say, than 1/4. On the other hand
lower temperatures one does not expect the higher-en
configurations to have any significant contribution. Th
leads to the idea ofpruning the nucleation path, by eliminat
02160
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ing all cluster configurations which are distanced in ene
by more than a fewJ from the most compact configuration
with a givens. This reduces the dimensions of the matrixM̂
and makes it more sparse, simplifying the computations.

The nucleation path which involves only the most co
pact cluster configurations will determine the sma
temperature limit~although the situation is less simple ne
integer 1/2h). For a given number of spinss, energies of
individual clusters can change in discrete values, 4J. A com-
pact cluster is either am3m square, withm5@As#, with
possibly one extra spin on the side fors.m2, or a m3(m
11) rectangle, with an extra spin fors.m3(m11). Ener-
gies of such clusters can be easily obtained@32#.

We will be discussing two types of the lowest-energy a
proximations~LEA!, the computer~CLEA! and the analyti-
cal ~ALEA ! one, respectively. The former includes all com
pact cluster configurations withs<sup , and symbolic
evaluation of the result in CLEA is required in a gene
case. Many of those compact configurations, however,
not contribute at smallT and can be dropped, allowing for a
ALEA which is explicitly insensitive tosup @32#. The ALEA
can be further improved by ‘‘dressing’’ the bare nucleati
path with more cluster configurations, serving as a start
point for more accurate expressions.

Following Ref.@30#, we will use an integer numberG, the
‘‘pruning parameter,’’ to indicate how much higher~in units
of 4J) the energy of a cluster must be compared to the
ergy of a compact configuration with the sames, in order for
that cluster to be included in the nucleation path. In t
present realization, only relevant configurations for a
lected G were included from the start.~This substantially
accelerated the computational speed compared to Ref.@30#,
where all configurations were identified initially and whe
pruning of the nucleation path was used on the second st
when applying theMATHEMATICA program.! In addition, for
selected runs individual configurations could be added on
cluster counting stage in order to further dress a given p
improving the accuracy and probing the potential importan
of higher-energy contributions.

With finite computational resources, largerG require
smallersup . In simulation, we were able to usesup531 for
G50 ~the CLEA, used mostly for identification with analy
ics!, sup519 for G51, andsup512 for G52. Note that the
exact expression forI will be extremely sensitive to a se
lected pair ofsup andG. On the other hand, the asymptot
dependence~or numerical values! of I should not be sensitive
to the above selection, once it is done properly.

A. The lowest-energy path„GÄ0…

Since most of the compact configurations are degener
there is branching of the nucleation path even in this
proximation, and without further simplifications~see below!,
the nucleation rate can be obtained only symbolically and
a finite sup . For a selected value ofsup , this approximation
provides thelower boundfor the steady-state nucleation ra
and thus, theupper boundfor the preexponential. In addi
tion, as long as the temperature remains sufficiently low a
sincesup can be reasonably large (sup531 in this case!, one
5-4
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expects the CLEA to be consistent with the bare analyt
approximation, which can be written forsup→`. This pro-
vides an additional verification. Simplification of the lowes
energy treatment is possible if one removes configurati
whose relative contribution is small asz→0 and if one re-
places the branching parts of the nucleation path by stra
segments with equivalent contributions. Technical details
discussed in Ref.@32#. The result can be written as

Abare~h,T!.zW
*

/4JH (
m52

`

@g~m!1g~m21!zdm#

3z22m22d2m22m211DJ . ~18!

For the Metropolis dynamics, the expansion coefficients
given by

gM~m!53/~8m14!. ~19!

The same values can be used for the Glauber dynamics
T50, with a slight renormalization at a higher temperatu
@32#. The main difference between the two dynamics com
from theD terms. One has

DG.11
5

4z2d
1

3

8z3d2
1

3

8z4d3
~20!

and

DM5maxS 1,
1

u2d
D 1maxS 1,

1

ud D S 1

4u2d
1

1

8u3d2D
1

1

4u4d3
. ~21!

The limit T→0 for nonspecial values of field is dete
mined by the dominant term in Eq.~18!. One hasA0(1.h
.1/2)55/4, A0(1/2.h.1/4)53/8 ~which is consistent
with Ref. @27#!, andA0(h.1)51. For smaller, nonspecialh,
the dominant term in Eq.~18! corresponds tom5m* , and
the preexponential is given by@32#

A0~h!5
3

8m* 14
, m* >2. ~22!

The ‘‘bare’’ index is dropped since this result will not b
affected by higher-energy paths. Similarly, the Glauber a
Metropolis dynamics do not have to be distinguished at
point.

This is not the case, however, at integer 1/2h where the
preexponentialA0

bare(h) has sharp peaks which are furth
reduced by the higher-energy paths~as described in the fol
lowing section! and which forh>1/2 are not identical in the
Glauber and the Metropolis cases. For both dynamics,
has forA0

bare(hm) with hm51/2m @32#
02160
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A0
bare~hm!5

3

4

~6m11!

~4m221!
, m53,4, . . . , ~23!

and A0
bare(1/4)531/40. At h51/2, one hasA0

bare52 and
A0

bare513/8 for the Glauber and the Metropolis dynamic
respectively. When higher-energy paths are included, o
the Glauber peak ath51 (A0

G59/4) remains unchange
since there are no higher-energy configurations for a sin
spin cluster~and there is no peak ath51 in the Metropolis
dynamics!.

The zero-temperature preexponential for the Glauber
namics is shown by straight line segments in Fig. 2. For
vertical segments at 1/h52,4, and 6, the corrected renorma
ized values~see the following section! are used. Correspond
ing simulation data of Ref.@29# ~not shown in the figure! are
close within the reported limits of accuracy. At higher tem
peratures, the preexponential has a characteristic pea
structure~dashed line in Fig. 2!, similar to Ref.@30#. Quali-
tatively, the structure of the preexponential is mostly rep
duced by the lowest-energy approximations Eq.~18!. The
higher-energy paths are nevertheless important to accoun
some subtle effects, such as the renormalization of peak
lowering the preexponential below the zero-temperat
limit near 1/h52, similarly to non-Glauber dynamics of Re
@30#. An account for such paths is also required for a clo
numerical correspondence with simulations data of Ref.@28#,
which are shown by bubbles in Fig. 2.

B. Higher-energy contributions

Since the number of configurations rapidly increases w
the value ofG, it is impossible to treat analytically even th
caseG51 for a sufficiently large value ofsup . ~In the case
of lattice-gas dynamics@30#, we were able to considerG

FIG. 2. The Glauber dynamics. The preexponential atT50 @lin-
ear segments# and at smallT50.2J @curves: dashed—the lowes
energy approximation of Ref.@32#, Eq. ~18!, solid—with higher-
energy corrections, Eq.~25!#. The zero-T values for 1.h.1/2
(A055/4) and for 1/2.h.1/4 (A053/8) are the same as in Re
@27#; for smaller, arbitraryh, A0 is given by Eq.~22!. ‘‘Bubbles’’ are
the simulation data from Ref.@28# with size determined by reporte
errorbars multiplied, respectively, by 2 ath>1/4 or by 4 ath
,1/4 for clarity of the figure.
5-5
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51 with sup59, but the Glauber, and especially the M
tropolis dynamics are more computationally demanding,
even these values represent a serious challenge for the
rent version ofMATHEMATICA !. Thus, instead of adding a
configurations with higher energies to the lowest-ene
path, we considered extra configurations for only selectes,
which are expected to provide a significant part of the c
rection in a given domain of field. More specifically, for
given value ofs* 5m

*
2 1m11, the closest squares5(m*

11)2 was added. The difference betweenI 21 from the com-
puter lowest-energy approximation~with some largesup)
and the one from the enriched nucleation path was evalu
symbolically and written in terms of a scaling variable@30#

yn5dz1/n ~24!

in the vicinity of a corresponding peak. Peaks are numbe
starting from the one ath51/2 (n51), etc., and the peak
nearh51 is not modified by higher-energy paths and is th
excluded. We label, respectively,r 1(z,y1), r 2(z,y2), and
r 3(z,y3), the differences arizing from adding the first excit
configurations (G51) of the 4-, 9-, and 16-spin clusters.

Further, an expansion in fractional powers ofz was ob-
tained for each of the differences. The values ofsup were
increased until the expansion coefficients of interest were
affected any more. Expansions were truncated on terms
relative magnitudeO(z) ~since many of the neglected traje
tories will have a comparable contribution!. The resulting
differences r 1(z,y1), r 2(z,y2), etc. were then subtracte
from the bare analytical approximation to give, after mu
plication byzW

*
/4J, the preexponential from a partly dress

nucleation path:
-
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A~z,d!.Abare~z,d!2zW
*

/4J$r 1~z,y1!1r 2~z,y2!

1r 3~z,y3!%. ~25!

One can check that for smallT each of the corrections affect
only its own peak@e.g.,r 1(z,y1) contributes nearh51/2 but
will have negligible contributions nearh51/4 or h51/6],
which justifies their additive inclusion.

For the Glauber dynamics, the corrections are given b

r 1~z,y!5
721309y1399y21179y3121y4

8y2T1~y!z
1O~1!,

~26!

with

T1~y!56164y1190y21197y3163y4, ~27!

r 2~z,y!5
63

20y5T2~y!z5/2

1
3~6300128 890y2138 151y417154y6!

200y8T2
2~y!z2

1O~z23/2!, ~28!

with

T2~y!515156y2 ~29!

and
r 3~z,y!.
0.302

y10T3~y!z11/3
1

5.358134.793y3184.213y6199.811y9161.905y1218.485y15

y18T3
3~y!z3

1O~z27/3!, ~30!
ine
na-

m-

e
htly
of
-

re

re
with

T3~y!.2.19516.772y3. ~31!

At T→0, one has the renormalized peak valuesA0(1/2)
52249/208'1.764, A0(1/4)50.77520.0444'0.731, and
A0(1/6)'0.40720.0337'0.373. Note that the relative cor
rection at T50 is the strongest ath51/2, although the
higher-order peaks are more sensitive to temperature.

The treatment can seem more restrictive compared to
@30#, where a fully dressed nucleation path was conside
for G51, but the current version has an advantage of hav
a result which is independent ofsup . @Strictly speaking, we
were able to achieve this only forr 1(z,y1) and r 2(z,y2);
r 3(z,y3) is written for the maximum attainable value ofsup
525.] The fully dressed path were also considered num
ef.
d
g

i-

cally for G51 (sup519) andG52 (sup512). Numerical
results indeed are very close to Eq.~25! at lower tempera-
tures~and would be hard to distinguish from the dashed l
in Fig. 2!. Even at higher temperatures, numerical and a
lytical results are still close in stronger fields—see Fig. 3~a!
and 3~b!, and the accuracy is substantially improved co
pared to the lowest-energy approximation, Eq.~18! ~upper
short-dashed line!. At weaker fields, numerical results ar
somewhat lower than analytical results and they also slig
differ from each other, indicating the increasing role
higher-energy configurations~the G52 case can be also af
fected by the closeness of the absorbing boundary!.

At T50.4J both analytical and numerical predictions a
close to simulation data of Ref.@28#—the bubbles in the
interval 2,1/h,6 in Fig. 3~a!. This is not quite so atT
50.6J in stronger fields—see Fig. 3~b!. Partly, this could be
due to a limited simulation accuracy, but the
5-6
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is also a difference in the operational definition of the pre
ponentialA, as discussed in the following section.

The idea that perfect squares on the nucleation path
the first to be dressed by higher-energy configurations se
to work reasonably accurately at stronger fields. Here, it
count for a noticeable renormalization of the peaks neah
51/2 @compare with the unrenormalized short-dashed va
in Fig. 3~a!# and for the minor renormalization of the peak
h51/4. Accuracy is somewhat less ath51/6 andT50.6J
@Fig. 3~b!#. This could have the following explanation. Whe
the higher-energy configurations are added to the 232
square, they bring to life other dormant compact configu
tions which are not connected either from above or fr
below to another lowest-energy configuration~e.g., the
minus-shaped 3-spin configuration, which has the same
ergy as theL-shaped one, but which cannot become
square!. In the 232 case this seems to be exhaustive, sin
all ~or practically all! such extra possibilities are include
The limit T→0 nearh51/2, which is affected by such extr
configurations, is properly reproduced. On the other ha
for smallerh the critical size is larger and is more separa
from the closest square. Here, the situation with extra c
figurations is very rich, and it could be hard to prove th
other configurations have a negligible contribution.

IV. METROPOLIS DYNAMICS

As mentioned, the Metropolis dynamics is computatio
ally more intense, and we were unable to treat fields be
h&1/4. At the same time, at small fields no significant d
viation from the Glauber dynamics is expected. The intere
ing region is related tolarge fields, h*1/2, where the two
dynamics differ not only quantitatively but also qualitative
since there is no peak in the Metropolis dynamics ath51. In
addition, only in this region nonanalytic properties of M
tropolis transition rates become important. The latter me
that the analytical structure of the nucleation peak neah
51/2 will be different forh.1/2 andh,1/2.

In order to obtain explicit expressions for the preexpon
tial, we used Eq.~25! with the Glauber termr 1(z,y1) re-
placed by two different Metropolis termsR6(z,y1) below
and aboveh51/2:

AM~z,d!'Abare~z,d!2zW
*

/4J$R6~z,y1!1r 2~z,y2!%.

~32!

The term r 2(z,y2) remained unchanged, while the ter
02160
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-r 3(z,y3) is dropped since it does not contribute in the regi
of fields, we are able to consider in comparative numeri
studies. In addition, we kept more terms in the temperat
expansions ofR6 to emphasize that at strong fields nearly
relevant configurations are taken into account and not o
the most compact ones.@Strictly speaking, ‘‘coagulation
paths’’ or disconnected cluster configurations—see the
lowing section—can give a relative contribution ofO(z), but
those effects are beyond the current treatment.# The results
for R6 are given by

FIG. 3. The preexponential atT50.4J ~a! andT50.6J ~b! for
the Glauber dynamics. The upper short-dashed lines are from
~18!, the lowest-energy approximation~upper bounds for the preex
ponential!. Solid lines—from Eq.~25! with higher-energy correc-
tions. Bubbles—simulation data from Ref.@28# with sizes adjusted
as in Fig. 2. The two lower dashed lines are numerical results f
larger number of configurations, as described in the text.~These two
dashed lines blend in with each other for 1/h&5 and~a! also blend
with the solid curve.!
R1~z,y!5r 1~z,y!1
43215076y123 952y2158 639y3180 266y4161 504y5124 498y613933y7

8y3T1
2~y!

1
~18171y181y2127y3!~6128y143y2127y316y4!2

8y4T1
3~y!

z1O~z2!, y,1, ~33!
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with r 1(z,y) andT1(y) the same as for the Glauber dynam
ics, and

R2~z,y!5
771168y

4y2V~y!z
1

3~61014307y19696y216912y3!

8y4V2~y!

1
25~318y!2~531144y!

16y6V3~y!
z1O~z2!, y.1,

~34!

with

V~y!5151101y1144y2. ~35!

The renormalized value of theh51/2 peak atT50 is
13/8249/208'1.389. The absolute value of the correction
identical to Glaubers, although the relative effect is stron
in the Metropolis case. The results of comparison with n
merical studies obtained forG51 andsup59 atT50.6J are
shown in Fig. 4. Note the closeness of predictions from
Metropolis dynamics~lines! and Glauber dynamics~points!
at fields smaller thanh'1/3, although at stronger fields th
difference is quite noticeable. The bare analytic
approximation—upper short-dashed line in Fig. 4—is qua
tatively reasonable, but it overestimates the peak neah
51/2 ~correspondence here with the full, numerical pred
tions for the Glauber dynamics is coincidental!. With the
higher-energy corrections included, Eq.~32!—solid line in
Fig. 4—there is virtually no difference between the analy
cal and numerical results, despite the relatively high te
perature considered.

FIG. 4. The preexponential nearh51/2 for the Metropolis dy-
namics atT50.6J. Upper short-dashed line—the bare, lowe
energy path approximation. Solid line—the bare path ‘‘dress
with excited configurations of a 4-spin cluster. Lower dashed line
numerical results~which also include a large number of other e
cited configurations—see text!. For comparison, numerical data fo
the Glauber dynamics are indicated by points. Note that the la
dynamics leads to a peak ath51 which is absent in the Metropoli
case and a higher peak ath51/2, but for smallerh predictions of
the two dynamics practically blend with each other.
02160
r
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-
-

V. DOMAINS OF VALIDITY OF THE RESULTS
AND POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS

The above treatment was based on selecting a large n
ber of cluster configurations~and various approximation
differ in specifies of such selection! and writing down a mas-
ter equation~ME! describing the intercluster kinetics. I
practice, our ability to solve the ME is currently limited b
the size of the matrix which is to be inverted, or, equiv
lently, by the number of cluster configurations consider
Thus, strictly speaking, the results are restricted to low
temperatures and moderately strong fields. The former
lows one to rely on the lowest-energy nucleation path, a
ing only a selected number of higher-energy configuratio
in order to improve the accuracy. Largerh, on the other hand
restrict the number of spinss in clusters to be included due t
reduction of the critical numbers* with the possibility to
lower the upper boundarysup .

Operationally, adequacy of the temperature domain
tested by including additional higher-energy configuratio
and verifying that there is no substantial change in the
sults. Since, away fromT50, the temperature dependen
of the preexponential is exceptionally modest, temperatu
up to 0.6J'0.26Tc—see Fig. 3, can be considered. A cru
estimation of the temperature domain where the lowe
energy approximation is valid can be obtained from the c
dition that for clusters withs5m

*
2 spins, the single compac

configuration~the square! has a dominant contribution com
pared to the contributions from excited configurations. En
gies of the first excited configurations exceed the energy
the square by 4J, and the number of such configuration
approximately increases ass2 @39#. This gives

T&J/@2 ln~2h!#. ~36!

The latter condition was satisfied for all fields and tempe
tures considered, resulting in only moderate effects
higher-energy contributions.

The field domain is adequate as long as the critical nu
ber is noticeably smaller thansup . However, the exact veri-
fication of the insensitivity tosup is much more challenging
compared to the conventional case@8# and the required dis-
tance betweens* andsup can be much larger. Indeed, con
sider, for example a ‘‘precritical’’ cluster which has a sha
of a m* 3(m* 11) rectangle~with m

*
2 1m* 11 determining

the critical cluster number!. Turning this cluster into critical
requires adding a spin to thelonger side of the rectangle
However, there is also a ‘‘blind alley’’ to nucleation, namel
adding a spin to the shorter side. If the distance between
absorbing boundary ands* is smaller thanm* 21, this alley
will, incorrectly, lead to a successful nucleation event, ov
estimating the nucleation rate. Thus, for smallh, one requires
at leastsup2s* *(s* )1/2 as T→0. In this context, results
which include symbolic computations are reliable forh
*1/4. At higherT, there is an additional requirement th
energies of other ‘‘extremal’’@32# configurations along the
nucleation path also should be included if they are su
ciently close toW* . Energies of the most important of suc
configurations~‘‘primary configurations’’ in terms of Ref.

’’

er
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@32#! are given by Eq.~6! with m* replaced by an intege
numberm. This givesm2m* *AT/2h, with sup.m21m
11 ~the latter condition was satisfied in the present stu
but should be kept in mind for smallerh).

Note that the above restrictions are mostly of techni
nature, and more advanced computer power~as well as more
dedicated algorithms, tailored to the specific structure of
ME! would allow one to include more configurations, pote
tially expanding the domains ofT and h. There are severa
limitations, however, which are related to the ME itse
which ignores the cluster-cluster interactions.

In the present case, similarly to conventional nucleat
description@8#, only transitions between clusters with neig
boring sizes are considered. Coagulation effects~and the re-
verse breaking of clusters in two parts! are ignored, again
restricting the temperature. Intuitively, such effects sho
not be important for smallT, although a precise quantifica
tion of the temperature domain where they can be ignore
beyond the scope of the present study. In principle, it wo
be possible to include directly such effects in the propo
scheme by generalizing the definition of a ‘‘cluster,’’ allow
ing clusters consisting of close disconnected configuratio
which can be connected by a single-spin flip. The act
realization of this program extends, however, beyond the
rent work.

There is also an implicit restriction of the field from abo
since for largeh andT.0 the lifetime of a metastable sta
will be too short, comparable to the duration of transie
nucleation effects, and there will be no steady-state nu
ation regime. Transient nucleation effects can be directly
duced from the above ME, although this will require a se
rate study. The lifetime of metastable state, on the ot
hand, can depend on cluster-cluster coagulation or at lea
the depletion effects, leading to a modification of the le
hand boundary conditionv0,1 which is beyond the curren
version of the ME.

When comparing the results with those from Monte Ca
with absorbing Markov chains simulations@28#, one should
keep in mind the difference in interpretation. Reference@28#,
and earlier works of this direction, considers thelifetime of a
metastable statet—in practice, the time when magnetizatio
achieves a predetermined value. This time, obviously,
pends on the system size@15#. On the other hand, the nucle
ation rateI described in the present study has no depende
on system size although the latter determines the experim
tal interpretation@17#. If L2 is the number of spins in a sys
tem and this number is large enough for many nuclei to
formed, thenL2I is just the rate with which nuclei are adde
to the system. Both in real experiments@3# or in simulations
with the Ising system@17#, the steady-state nucleation rateI
can thus be measured from the slope of the number of lar
than-critical nuclei as a function of time. Alternatively, ifL2I
is small, only a single nucleus is formed~it is still assumed
that the system is large enough for the boundary conditi
to have no special effect on the nucleation rate!. The subse-
quent growth of this nucleus completes the phase transit
In this case, 1/L2I is the average waiting time for thi
nucleus to appear~again, neglecting the transient nucleati
effects!; and this waiting time is most closely related to t
02160
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lifetime of a metastable state . In fact, 1/I is expected to be
identical tot for small systems, once the lifetime is mult
plied by the number of spin, as in Ref.@28#. At low tempera-
tures, any finite system becomes ‘‘small,’’ and a close cor
spondence between the obtained analytical expansions
I 21 and simulation data fort of Ref. @28# is observed—see
Figs. 2 and 3~a!. For higher temperatures, however, such
simple correspondence betweent and 1/I does not exists,
which might be~partly! responsible for the differences i
Fig. 3~b!.

Finally, potential application of the obtained resu
should be mentioned. Direct Monte Carlo simulations
phase transitions in the Ising model@14,15,17,18,21# usually
do not go lower than 0.520.6Tc , and temperatures of 0.8Tc ,
and higher, are quite common. The reason for this is
aforementioned rapid drop in the nucleation rate at smalleT,
which makes the waiting time for even a single nucleus
appear too long on the scale of the computational exp
ment. However, although the higher-temperature nuclea
bears many visual and semiquantitative similarities with
conventional nucleation picture@8#, many fine issues are
blurred by the closeness toTc ~for example, it is unclear to
which extent interaction between nuclei can be neglec
@18#!. Moreover, many experiments on two-dimensional s
tems, e.g., Ref.@40# ~for which the Ising model seems to b
most relevant! deal with temperatures well belowTc @25#;
simulations of growth for such cold systems also rev
many interesting features@34#. One of the possibilities to
bypass the direct simulations of the nucleation process
bridge the disperse time scales is to combine the Mo
Carlo approach with the technique of absorbing Mark
chains, as used for simulations of magnetization switching
micromagnetic materials@6#. Alternatively, the obtained re
sults, which provide analytical expressions for the nucleat
rate I, can be used in low-temperature simulations w
nucleation described as a random Poissonian generatio
nuclei, with the average time separating the random eve
given by 1/L2I . Growth of nuclei, which requires muc
smaller time scales, can then be simulated in a conventio
way @34#. Transient nucleation effects, which are no
Poissonian@17#, can be further included once correspondi
expressions forI (t) are obtained.

VI. DISCUSSION

In the present work, we obtain several analytical and
merical approximations for the steady-state nucleation raI
in the metastable Ising model driven by the Glauber or by
Metropolis dynamics.

The treatment generalizes the results of Ref.@30# which
were obtained for a different dynamics, but the current
proach also adds more flexibility in selecting cluster config
rations, allowing one to consider smaller fields. The prese
of sharp peaks in the low-temperature preexponential of
nucleation rate appears to be a universal feature, at leas
spin-flip dynamics of nonconserved type. The magnitudes
those peaks, however, are sensitive to dynamics. At sma
fields,h<1/4, the Glauber and Metropolis dynamics leads
nearly identical predictions, but results differ forh*1/2, and
5-9
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at any field results are quantitatively different from those
the lattice-gas dynamics of Ref.@30#. Compared to Ref.@32#
where the lowest-energy nucleation path was considered
lytically, the present study adds the effects of higher-ene
configurations which improves the accuracy atT.0 and
leads to a renormalization~lowering! of the peaks in the
preexponential which persists up toT50. The latter effect is
most pronounced ath51/2 where it exceeds 10% atT50.
Lowering of the peak ath51/4 is much smaller, only a few
percent, although it is currently unclear to which extent t
tendency will persist in weaker fields.

In separation of the inverse nucleation rate into an ex
nential and a preexponential factors, we followed the patt
of Ref. @30# where the known zero-temperature express
@26# for the nucleation barrier is used, while all temperatu
dependence is included in the prefactor. There is no spe
explanation for such a separation except for convenien
since the ‘‘observable’’ is the nucleation rate, and there
ways remains a certain degree of flexibility when splitting
into two factors. An additional justification comes from th
fact that once defined in such a manner, in the domain
moderately strong fields considered, the preexponentia
deed is only weakly sensitive to temperature, in accord w
conventional expectations@8#. As one can see from Figs.
and 3, after an initial broadening of the peaks compared
T50, further increase of temperature leads to very mod
modifications ofA, by a few percent, while the exponenti
term changes here by many orders of magnitude. It is
unclear, though to which extent the low-temperature exp
sions for the preexponential will be modified~reduced! with
increased temperature at smaller fields where the contr
tion of higher-energy configurations becomes much m
important.

One of the alternatives to the zero-temperature barrierW*
@26# would be the ‘‘droplet model’’~DM! barrier WDM,
which uses the bulk, temperature-dependent interfacial
sion. ~In fact, most of the high-temperature studies me
tioned in the Introduction, e.g., Refs.@11,12,19# rely on the
DM barrier!. Ideally, one could wish to start with a strictl
discrete, low-energy construction for a nucleus, and be a
to trace the transition to the DM when the nucleus gets s
ficiently large~smallh) and when excited configurations a
added. Hypothetically, this would take place at exponentia
small h, approximately determined by condition~36!. The
present treatment, however, does not allow one to do
since only restricted numbers of excited configurations
be included~see also a discussion in Ref.@32#!. Once the
nucleation rate is obtained, however, it is possible to int
duce the DM barrier formally, by including it into the expo
,
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nential, and use the prefactor to comply with the calcula
rate.

In a general case, the interfacial energy of a nucleus
tained in the DM via the Wulff construction can be express
in terms of elliptic integrals@23#, and elementary interpolat
ing approximations tose f f at higher and lower temperature
are available@18#. At low T, the Wulff construction will be
close to a perfect square~which corresponds toT50) with a
correction to interfacial energy which is quadratic inT @18#.
This results in a difference between the barriers at sm
temperatures

W* ~h!2WDM~h,T!54JF12
h

2
@314a~h!2#

1
1

h
O@~T/J!2#G , ~37!

with a ‘‘sawtooth’’ oscillatory function

a~h!5m* ~h!21/2h11/2, uau<1/2.

Note that the DM barrier is identical toW* at h51/2 and
T50, but at smaller fields the DM barrier is smaller, and t
deviation fromW* increases with temperature. As one c
see from Fig. 1, in order to comply with the low-temperatu
values of 1/I ~short-dashed lines!, the exponential parts o
the DM ~long-dashed lines! would require prefactors which
increase with 1/h at smallh ~and which can be nonmono
tonic at largerh for small T), and which can be exponen
tially large. The latter does not mean necessarily that the
barrier is ‘‘wrong’’ since in conventional traditions@8# a
large preexponential could be consistent with a slow grow
rate, but generally care should be taken when using the
at low T where the prefactor can provide a sizable correct
to the exponential term.

Thus, the question of the ‘‘best’’ selection of the nucl
ation barrier~which would strongly affect the associated pr
exponential! remains open, although also somewhat of a
demic interest. From a practical point, the main value of
study could be the full expression for the nucleation ra
which potentially can help in overcoming the large nuc
ation time scales encountered in low-temperature simulat
of the phase transformation kinetics.
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